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ABSTRACT: Mobile Ad-hoc Network  is a multi-hop wireless networking of mobile nodes that have restricted 

resources by the conditions of battery life, memory, and processing power.  The stream of traffic to the receiver 

nodes that are beyond the reach of sender devices will be routed by intermediate nodes. The routing in the 

MANETs is distinct from the traditional broadcasting network because the nodes not just serve as end machines 

although serve as routers. Because of the resource limitation of the nodes, the routing protocols for MANETs 

will need to be light-weight and presume a reliable environment. Protection in the Mobile Ad-hoc Network is a 

huge task since there is no centralized authority that can monitor the specific nodules that operate in the 

network. The attacks may  also come from the outside and inside the network. This attack may result in either 

denial of services or misdirection of data traffic.This study organizes a safe and secure routing protocol in 

MANET and also examining the currently suggested method of alleviating such attacks. MANET routing 

protocols sent data packets to another node, certain intermediate nodule obtains valuable information about 

packets and sometimes cannot route the packet to the next node. Several nodes may change the contents of 

packets throughout the data transfer session. So that every single node can influence the initial data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A MANET(mobile Ad-hoc Network) comprises a collection of mobile hosts that perform fundamental 

networking features such as routing, packet forwarding,without any assistance from a recognized organization. 

Nodes of an ad-hoc network depend on several intermediate nodes to  send a data packet to the target location, 

because of the restricted scope of every mobile that is broadcast to the host. Security in MANET is an important 

element for fundamental network capabilities like packet routing and forwarding [1,2]. 

 
Figure1: Mobile ad-hoc network 

 

Network functions may be conveniently endangered if the messages are not embedded within the underlying 

network capabilities during the early stages of their planning.Routing network utilizing dedicated nodes to 

provide support for essential functions like packet routing, forwarding, and networking management, in ad-hoc 

networks such tasks will be performed by all available nodes. This is extremely challenging for the central core 

of the security issues that are particular to ad-hoc networks. In contrast to the dedicated nodules of a traditional 

network, the nodules of an ad hoc network can no longer be trusted for the proper performance of key 

networking features.In wireless networks, there is a great requirement for security[3-5].The flexible 

performance of our wireless routing protocol network concentrated on the attack of the malignant agent. 

Table1[6] demonstrates the features and illustrations of passive and active attacks. Both passive and active 

attacks can be initiated on every layer of the network protocol stack. Table 2 [7] illustrates some instances of 

attacks on the various layers. 
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Table 1. Active and Passive attacks 

Type of Attack Characteristics Examples 

Passive Attacks 

 Obtains information without 

disturbing normal network operation 

 Difficult to detect 

Traffic Analysis, Traffic 

Monitoring, Eavesdropping 

Active Attacks 

 Can be internal(attacker within the 

network) or external(attacker outside 

the network) 

 Can disturb network operation by 

modifying or deleting information, 

injecting a false message or 

impersonating a node 

Modification,Impersonation, 

Jamming and Message replay 

Table 2 .Protocol Stack and Attacks 

Layer Work of  Layer Attacks 

Application Application Interface 
viruses,worms,Trojan Attacks,Repudiation,  

DOS, Malicious Codes, and application abuses. 

Transport End to end Communication Session Hijacking, SYN Flooding, DOS. 

Network 
Routing, Logical Addressing 

(IP Addressing) 

Modification,Fabrication,Flooding,Sybil 

Impersonation,Black-hole,Wormhole,Grey-hole, 

Byzantine,,Sinkhole, Location disclosure,Routing 

table overflow, DOS,False route information etc. 

Data link 
Flow control, Error Control, 

Physical Addressing 
Traffic monitoring and Analysis, DOS. 

Physical Raw bit Transmission Signal Jamming, Interception,Eavesdropping, 

 

II. VARIOUS ROUTING PROTOCOL FOR MANET 

In MANET, there are various kinds of routing protocols for sending the packets. Every single forwarding has a 

particular rule to the packet transmission technique. In a various situations the mobile ad-hoc network utilizes 

various protocols , such as 

 

(1) Proactive Protocol  

(2) Reactive protocol  

(3) Hybrid protocol 

 
Figure2: MANET Routing Protocols 

 

2.1 Proactive Protocol 
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In this routing protocol[8,9] network contains a distinctive routing table for establishing the 

connections and for sending the data packets to another node across the network. The routing information will 

be constructed in every single node throughout the exchange of Hello Messages that can connect the 

information to a nearby system. The TC (Topology Control) Message updates have been utilized to share the 

neighborhood connectivity information among all the nodules in the network. Each hub in the network 

provides a number of forwarding tables to hold the required updates that are event-driven and time-driven. The 

optimal routes to each other node are inferred from the following information. Multiple protocols under this 

category were planned. Such protocols have the benefit of minimal delay period in exploring the route but use 

plenty of resources in accordance with the conditions of power, memory, and bandwidth of the nodes. 

The present protocol is one type of request-based function that will utilize network order to bandwidth 

and energy more effectively and efficiently. Model on a request basis instead of maintaining routing among all 

the nodes at all moments. In instances where the extra time delay in which request-based procedures might not 

be acceptable, if there are sufficient energy and bandwidth resources, proactive operations might be appropriate 

in those circumstances [10-13].  

2.2 Reactive Protocol 

This protocol looks for the route in an on-request approach and setting the connection to deliver and accept 

the packet from a sender device to the receiver device[14, 15] on request routing, the route discovery process is 

utilized to flood the RREQ (route request) packets across the entire network. 

2.3 Hybrid Protocol 

It is a special kind protocol that divides the network into multiple areas,which requires a hierarchical 

protocol such as the protocol ZHLS(zone-based hierarchical link state)[16-18].This protocol that successfully 

incorporates the optimal characteristics of the reactive and proactive routing protocol. In proactive protocols, 

hubs regularly switch information to sustain up-to-date routing information. Reactive protocols obtain the 

required route once it is necessary, by utilizing the process of route discovery. The Hybrid routing protocols are 

combining the fundamental characteristics of both methods. The Hybrid routing protocol will be based on the 

GPS (Global positioning system), that enables every node to recognize its physical location prior to planning a  

 

particular area with a table to recognize it that it belongs to. There are various kinds of Hybrid protocols like 

Zone-based hierarchical link-state routing protocol, ZRP (Zone routing protocol) [19-21]. 

 The routing protocols are susceptible due to the usage of collaborative routing algorithms that do not 

have security characteristics; resources are limited with the nodes, dynamic topology of the network and the 

lack of any security infrastructure within the network. The vulnerabilities of the routing protocols arise from the 

routing process. The control messages that are replaced for setting up the routes, maintenance of route, and 

upgrading of routing tables are susceptible to attack from the malicious devices which can function as an 

intermediate node or a source node. Once the mischievous hub is serving as the intermediate node it can either 

replay or change the accepted packets which can result in Denial of Service or disruption of the route. Once it is 

functioning as a source node it can either utilizes its individual address, the address of an arbitrary hub or an 

existing device to start an attack.The RERR, RREP and RREQ control messages were attacked by the malicious 

hub in a reactive routing protocol. In a proactive routing protocol, the TC and Hello messages were attacked by 

a malicious node to destroy the routing process[22-24] 

III.  VULNERABILITIES ON ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

 

Currently, there is a wide range of routing protocols, but such protocols are not protected and are facing many 

attacks[25-27],which result in the vulnerability in the network and could extremely influence the effectiveness of 

the system.In mobile ad-hoc networks any node can influence by the various types of attacks. Mainly in 

MANET, there are two kinds of attack  

1) Control traffic attack. 

2) Data traffic attack.  

Control packets are affected in control traffic attacks such as Blackmail attack,  Sybil attack, Rushing attack, 

bogus registration attack, Hello flood attack, and Worm-hole attack. Data packets are affected in data traffic 

attacks such as Jellyfish attack, Grey- hole attack, Cooperative Blackhole attack, Blackhole attack, and so on. 

3.1 Control Traffic Attack 

3.1.1 Wormhole Attack 

In the event that connection becomes the most minimal way to the receiver, at that point, these 

malignant hubs consistently selected, although routing way to the path.The wormhole attack is conceivable 

regardless of whether the hacker has not cooperated with  any hosts, and regardless of whether all 

correspondence gives confidentiality and authenticity[28].In the wormhole attack, a hacker records data packet 

at one area in the system tunnels them to another area and re transmits them there into the system. The 

wormhole attack can perform by a solitary hub and it interfaces more than one hub as a wormhole connection. 
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The wormhole attack is a genuine danger in numerous ad hoc network routing protocols. 

 
Figure3: Wormhole Attack 

 

 

3.1.2 Hello Flood Attack 

In this attack, each device forwards their packets in the direction of this node hopping to the improved 

target route. Hub communicates a solitary high-power transmitter to all its nearby devices[29]. At that point, 

hacker hub doesn't produce any traffic,so the premise of the execution hub takes the data packet and proceeds as 

a specific replay attack. 

3.1.3 Bogus Registration 

In this attack, hacker differentiates itself as a hub and create incorrect information to the nearby devices 

[30,31]. Once the packet is forwarded then interrupt the nearby devices. 

3.1.4 Rushing Attack 

In this attack, every hub prior to sending the data initially set the route from the sender to receiver. The 

client route the forward request and the nearby device route reply with the correct information about routing, 

and this process is repeated [32]. This attack rapidly sent with a transmitted message to the nearby devices; once 

a real request is received from nearby hub just reject the request, because of acceptance of the earlier requests. 

 

3.1.5 Sybil Attack 

Sybil attack demonstrates the various false characteristics, display multiple hubs in the networking 

[33].  So single device assume the various nodes and can interfere with several nodes at a moment. 

 
Figure4: Rushing attack 

3.1.6 Blackmail Attack 

In this attack, the hacker nodes being charged with a harmless connection [34]. Once the routing table 

will attempt to recognize the ideal node as per the vote and then if the  hacker device contains an inadequate 

number of such MANET it can provide incorrect information in accordance with the route. 

3.2 Data Traffic Attack: 

3.2.1 Black Hole Attack: 

 

In this attack, a malicious device performs as a Blackhole[35]declining all data packets that pass through it as 

like issue and energy fade from the route in a Blackhole. If the attacking hub is an associated hub of two 

systems, at that point, it completely isolated as the two systems. 
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Figure 5. Blackhole attack 

In MANET, the Blackhole issue is a serious security issue that is to be resolved.In this challenge, malignant 

devices utilize the routing protocol to promote itself as allowing the shortest route to a node for which the 

packets it needs to intercept. A malicious node corresponds to the paths of the sender and receiver in an 

internal Blackhole attack. As it appear inside so this hub makes itself active data route component. Now that 

node can conduct attack within the network. The Internal attack is an even greater split then an external attack. 

An External attack can turn into a type of internal attack once it holds the  management of the inner malicious 

hub and manipulates it to attack another node in the MANET. External Blackhole Attacks remain exterior to 

the system and prevent access to network traffic or establishing a traffic jam in-network or by interrupting the 

whole network [36].  

3.2.2 Cooperative Black Hole Attack 

It is one of the highly significant attacks and can entirely interrupt the function of an Ad hoc network. 

This attack is comparable to the Blackhole attack, but higher than one malignant hub attempts to interrupt the 

network at the same moment[37].Mainly the only possible solution turns into a locating alternate path to the 

receiver, if at all occurs. 

 

 
Figure 6. Cooperative black hole attack 

 

3.2.3 Grey-Hole Attack 

It too falls data packets, although malicious action of a node is restricted to particular conditions or 

activate. In this attack, the two most common kinds of performance took place[38]. 

  Node dependent attack drops data packets originating from a particular device or designed towards a 

particular victim device, [39] whereas for other hubs it is functioning normally by transmitting data  

 

packets to the receiver hubs accurately. 

 Time-dependent attack [40] drops data packets that are based upon several preset/trigger time but is 

functioning properly throughout the other cases. 

3.2.4 Jellyfish Attack 

In this attack rather than instinctively dropping the data packets, it delays them prior to finally 

providing them. It handles the order of packets in accordance with the requirements they are being 

received and transmits randomly [41]. This interrupts the regular flow control mechanism utilized by 

the modules for dependable broadcasting. This attack can lead to a substantial end to end delay so there 

corrupting QoS. 
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Figure7: Jellyfish attack 

 

IV. VARIOUS SECURE ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

Initially, an appropriate authentication is required for the secure routing protocol to require the digital 

signature of any authenticated hubs[42,43].It also requires  changing the data of the control packets. It also 

frequently accompanied by the usage of single-way hash functions[44].Such routing method offer authentication 

facilities and services which protect against the change and repeating of routing control messages and utilizes 

various cryptographic fundamental elements to provide secure routing. 

4.1 Fundamental Routing Protocols 

This protocol kept by creating hub hashing the messages and initialing the resulted message digest, and 

that is authenticated by the receivers of a route request, by calculating the hash of a message utilizing the 

decided upon hash function[45,46].The benefit is that the protocol can fight against external attacks by 

monitoring for validity. The benefit of this protocol is that it expands the ICMP router discovery packet format 

to incorporate the IP and MAC address of the source and information about authentication that could be utilized 

to confirm the beacon transmission[47,48].But the difficulty of it is that it needs hubs to have shared secret keys 

to generate message authentication codes which are utilized to validate the control messages of routing and the 

program is based on the premise that the hubs in the network equally have confidence in each other and it 

utilizes public key cryptography to offer the security facilities. 

4.2 Trust Based Routing Protocols 

Trust is a worth that can be determined based on hubs activity once it required. Trust utilized to keep 

from different attacks such as a Selfish attack, DoS, Blackhole, Wormhole and so on. Trust can be executed in 

different manners, for example, by reputation, from the  assessment of hubs and so on. These routing security 

plans which fall in this class allocate quantitative qualities to the hubs in the system, because of the noticed 

performance of the hubs being referred to. Then the trust esteems are utilized as extra measurements for the 

routing protocols [49,50]. The favorable position is that it is strong against hackers and equipped for altering 

its degree among neighborhood and system wide topology discovery. It can likewise work well in systems in 

which the membership and topology are altering regularly. 

4.3 Incentive-Based Routing Protocols 

Machines have to work together in ad hoc networks. Independent machines tend to refrain from 

collaboration. Incentive plans were planned as a way of promoting cooperation in such a situation. To operate 

effectively, incentive schemes have to be carefully customized to the features of the cooperation protocol they 

are supposed to provide support[51].Such routing programs were executed by utilizing credits that are 

provided to nodules that are working together and route packets. In turn network services like routing is 

offered only to such hubs that have excellent credit. If a hub at an adverse location might not get sufficient 

packets to route and therefore may not ever be able to obtain credits to route its packets. 

4.4 Detection And Isolation Based Secure Routing Scheme 

The attacks like Blackmail,Wormhole,Grayhole,Blackhole,Flooding were detected by this protocol. On 

exposure, the protocol requires direct actions to exclude such devices from the network, thus reducing the 

number of malignant hubs in a network, therefore increasing the additional QoS factors [52,53]. This protocol 

isolates a detects mischievous hubs in MANET. It is an improvement of DSR routing and is based on the choice 

of unselfish and selfish nodules. The benefit is that the confidence and routing computation procedure has been 

assessed through experience, examination and performance of the additional nodes, appear in the network      

[54-57]. This protocol can successfully identify selfish hubs and extract the wormhole hubs that decline packets. 

4.5 Energy-Efficient Based Routing Algorithm 

The trust is constantly present by implication in the protocols based upon the cooperation, particularly, 

among the entities implicated in routing functions in WSN Networks. WSN Networks remain to develop; they 

come to be vulnerable to attacks and therefore the requirement for an efficient security mechanism. Recognition 

of the appropriate encryption technologies for WSN is an essential task because of storage resource, 

computation capability and restriction of energy of the sensor nodes.For Adhoc networks, an innovative energy-

aware routing algorithm to be recommended was known as a reliable minimum TSEOAP. Trust Secure Energy 
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Optimized Aggregation Protocol directs essential needs of WSN: attacker’s detection, Data Aggregation, 

reliability, and energy-efficiency. It is an energy-effective routing algorithm that finds routes that minimize the 

overall energy necessary for packet traversal of end-to-end and improved detection of malicious nodes. A 

cryptography-based security mechanism was proposed, and the Elliptic Curve Cryptography technique was 

applied in WSN. This can improve the cryptography of technology through the characteristics of the algorithm, 

and produces the method for  outstanding security [58,59]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A number of challenges persist in the area of securing wireless adhoc networks.The problem is designing 

efficient routing protocols that have both strong security and high network performance.From the broad 

examinations on the current routing protocols to secure MANET, it was seen that these protocols don't 

sufficiently moderate attacks by mischievous hubs which change packets as well as specifically drop a few or all 

the packets.Such mischievous hubs cause different network communication issues.These investigations have at 

last inspired us to desire an elective structure towards progressively productive,secure routing protocols for 

MANET to be utilized in a confrontational environment. Although researchers have studied security extensions 

for several existing protocols, many of these extensions remove important performance 

optimization's.Optimistic approaches can provide a better trade-off between security and performance. 
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